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The energetic particle-induced geodesic acoustic mode (EGAM) causes loss of injected beam ions on DIII-D [1,
2]. The EGAM is a global [3] n=0, m=0 predominantly electrostatic modewith typical fundamental frequencies
between 20-40 kHz. (n and m are toroidal and poloidal mode numbers.) While EGAMs commonly appear in
amplitude bursts, they can be continuous, sweep in frequency, or oscillate in both frequency and amplitude.
Additionally, strongmodes can havemore than one fundamental frequency and often excite higher harmonics.

A database of around 900 shots is compiled using the current ramp phase, or first second, of the discharge.
EGAMs are most easily excited by the counter-injected beams; in these plasmas, EGAMs expel counter-
circulating fast ions across the loss boundary [2]. EGAMs occur less often during co-injection and virtually
never occur in off-axis injection. The EGAM amplitude and frequency is diagnosed using spectrograms from
the magnetic probes. During counter beam injection, the mode frequency is found to have the strongest lin-
ear correlation with qmin, with a correlation coefficient around -0.702. While the mode amplitude increases
with qmin, it initially increases with the pitch angle scattering time at mid-radius until PAS ˜ 0.3 s and then
decreases. In the figure below, a clear boundary for stability is shown within the operating space of qmin
and poloidal beta for modes excited by the counter injected beam. The modes tend to be more unstable at
higher qmin and lower poloidal beta, with a stronger dependence on qmin. Further investigation of a single
discharge characterizes the nonlinear burst cycle. The period between each successive burst is observed to
slightly increase as the current increases.
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